STUDENTS SEA BALTIMORE

DAY ONE
Check in to your downtown Baltimore hotel by late afternoon and then walk to the Inner Harbor to enjoy an evening sightseeing and dinner cruise on Spirit of Baltimore! Enjoy a delicious buffet while you take in all the sights of the city by water. After dinner, there is a DJ for a fun night of dancing your students won’t soon forget!

DAY TWO
Enjoy breakfast at the hotel before walking along the Inner Harbor to the National Aquarium, home to more than 20,000 animals! Start your visit with an educator talk, animal encounter or critter chat. Get hands-on with stingrays and jellies in our award-winning Living Seashore exhibit. Don’t miss the opportunity to add on any of our educational learning labs to enhance your visit! After working up an appetite, you can eat at any of our cafes using a pre-loaded voucher!

Your students can connect what they’ve learned at the Aquarium to our local waterways by getting out on the water on a Baltimore Harbor Cruise with Watermark! The 45-minute cruise features lively, recorded narration that explores Baltimore’s harbor treasures, the important history of the waterfront and its role today as a working port. See Federal Hill, the Under Armour headquarters, Fellis Point and Fort McHenry from the decks of a Watermark yacht!

Please contact group sales at reserve@aqua.org or visit aqua.org/groups for more information.
After a Watermark cruise, walk right over to the Maryland Science Center! This fun and highly educational attraction includes a dinosaur hall, IMAX theater, planetarium and interactive, hands-on exhibits that are perfect for students of all ages. A variety of different classroom programs are available with prior reservation.

After the Maryland Science Center, head over to explore Ripley’s Believe It or Not!—the only place in Baltimore where you’ll find shrunken heads and a towering T-Rex made entirely out of Pop-Tarts! After navigating through the Marvelous Mirror Maze, enjoy dinner at the Hard Rock Cafe to end the night.

**DAY THREE**

After breakfast at the hotel, head to Fort McHenry National Monument and Historic Shrine to learn about the fort’s role in the War of 1812 and the writing of our national anthem. Afterwards, lunch will be at UNO Pizzeria and Grill in the Inner Harbor! UNOs offers a variety of group menu options and pricing for your motorcoach tour or specialty group.

You will then continue the history lesson with a tour at the Star-Spangled Banner Flag House, where you can meet Mary Pickersgill, the spirited woman who made the flag that flew at Fort McHenry during the Battle of Baltimore, and learn about what life was like in 19th-century Baltimore.

In the evening, venture out of the city—and further back in time—to feast and cheer on your favorite heroic knight at Medieval Times! Arrive prior to showtime to explore the surrounding 1-mile outlet mall, then head in to Medieval Times to see an electrifying show featuring heroic knights on horses displaying the astounding athletic feats and thrilling swordplay that have become hallmarks of this unique entertainment experience. Enjoy a 4-course “hands-on” feast as the dynamic performance unfolds before you.

**DAY FOUR**

Check out of the hotel after breakfast and head for home, or continue your adventure in Washington, D.C., Annapolis, Six Flags America or one of the many other destinations that are just a short distance from Baltimore!